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Message 

I advocate for the following: Under NC WARN's Sharing Solar proposal: There would be no up-front cost 
for customers to add solar plus battery storage. It would be funded through the Rate System- just as we 
now all pay for dirty power. Local solar-with-storage can expand across NC quickly, inexpensi_vely and 
equitably- with a priority on disadvantaged communities. All homes, businesses, nonprofits benefit in 
many ways - even if they don't have solar themselves. It avoids the year-after-year rate hikes in Duke 
Energy's high-risk plan to keep expanding fossil fuels and building experimental nuclear reactors. Experts 
agree that Loca1·solar is the best tool we have to address the climate crisis. 
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Message 

I urge the adoption of the NC Warn plan which is described as follows. Under NC WARN's Sharing Solar 
proposal:* There would be no up-front cost for customers to add solar plus battery storage. It would be 
funded through the Rate System - just as we now all pay for dirty power. *Local solar-with-storage can 
expand across NC quickly, inexpensively and equitably- with a priority on disadvantaged communities. 
*All homes, businesses, nonprofits benefit in many ways - even if they don't have solar themselves. *It 
avoids the year-after-year rate hikes in Duke Energy's high-risk plan to keep expanding fossil fuels and 
building experimental nuclear reactors. *Experts agree that Local Solar is the best tool we have to 
address the climate crisis. Read more quotes from experts below and at this link. 
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